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DISCLAIMER: The information provided in this guide is for educational purposes only. 
I am not a doctor and this is not meant to be taken as medical advice. The 
information provided in this guide is based upon my own experiences as well as my 
own interpretations of the current research that is available. The advice and tips 
given in this guide are meant for healthy adults only. You should consult your 
physician to insure advice and tips given in this guide are appropriate for your 
individual circumstances. If you have any health issues or pre-existing conditions, 
please consult your physician before implementing any of the information provided 
below. This product is for informational purposes only and the author does not 
accept any responsibility for any liabilities or damages, real or perceived, resulting 
from the use of this information. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may 
be reproduced, transmitted, transcribed, stored in a retrieval system, or translated 
into any language, in any form, without the written permission and signature of the 
author.  

 

	  



 
 

HIITBURN Abs Exercise Descriptions 
  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Ab Pulsars •  Lay on your back with your legs straight up in the air 
so your body forms an “L”  

•  With your palms on the ground for balance, lift your 
hips off of the ground having your legs go straight up 
into the air  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Ab Pulsars + Toe 
Touches 

•  Lay on your back with your legs straight up in the air 
so your body forms an “L”  

•  With your palms on the ground for balance, lift your 
hips off of the ground having your legs go straight up 
into the air  

•  Lower your hips back down to the ground and then 
crunch up to touch your toes 

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Alternating and 
Through Crunch Ups 

•  Lay on your back with your knees bent and feet 
slightly off the ground.  

•  Sit up, keeping your feet elevated, and extend your 
hands past your left knee. Lay back down to the 
ground. Sit up again, keeping feet elevated, and 
extend your hands through the middle of your knees. 
Lay back down to the ground. Sit up again, and 
extend your hands past your right knee, keeping 
your feet elevated. 

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Bear Kicks •  Get on your toes and knees, keeping your back 
straight and core tight. 

•  Kick straight back with your right leg and then bring it 
back to the starting position.  

•  Kick straight back with your left leg and then bring it 
back to the starting position. 

	  



 
 

21-Day SHRED Exercise Descriptions 
  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Bicycles •  Lay on the ground with your hands behind your ears 
and legs elevated about an inch off of the ground 

•  Bring your left knee in towards your chest, while you 
crunch forward, and twist bringing your right elbow 
to touch your knee 

•  Lower back to the starting position and repeat with 
the opposite leg and elbow 

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Crunch Punches •  Sit on the floor, with your knees bent and feet about 
an inch off the ground. Tilt your upper body back 
slightly to stay balanced in a “V” formation 

•  Twist your upper body towards your left and with 
your right arm punch out to the left 

•  Return to the starting position, and then twist to the 
right and with your left arm, punch out to the right, 
staying balanced and controlled the whole time 

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Dolphin Plank •  Get into the plank position with your forearms on the 
ground, holding yourself straight with toes on the 
ground. Keep your back straight and core tight 

•  Lift your butt into the air and lower it back into the 
starting position, keeping your core flexed and tight 
the entire exercise 

	  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Burpees •  Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart. 
•  Drop down onto your hands and feet, then thrust 

your feet back so you are in a push-up position.  
•  Perform a pushup (optional)  
•  Thrust your feet back up and then stand back up.  
•  Add a vertical jump at the end (optional)  
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

21-Day SHRED Exercise Descriptions 
  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Explosive Jacks •  Stand with both feet together on the ground with 
your hands at your sides 

•  Jump into the air as high as you can, bringing your 
arms up to the sky, fully extended and your legs out 
to the side (like in a regular jumping jack), bring your 
arms and legs back to center before you land 

•  You will land back in the starting position. The motion 
is fast and explosive.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Flutter Kicks •  Lay on your back, with your hands underneath your 
butt for support and balance 

•  Lift both feet off of the ground about an inch and lift 
your back about an inch off of the ground, so you 
are balanced on your butt. 

•  In a fast, alternating motion, lift your right leg in the 
air about five inches and lower your left leg, and 
then the opposite, so that it is a fast, fluttering motion 

 

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Ground to Sky Jumps •  This is a variation of a traditional jump squat. For this, 
stand with your feet shoulder-width apart. Squat low 
to the ground, having your hands touch the floor in 
front of you. 

•  As soon as your hands touch the floor, jump as high 
as you can into the air and reach your hands above 
your head 

	  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Dolphin Planks + 
Spiderman Climb 

•  Get into the plank position with your forearms on the 
ground, holding yourself straight with toes on the 
ground. Keep your back straight and core tight 

•  Lift your butt into the air and lower it back into the 
starting position, keeping your core flexed and tight 
the entire exercise 

•  Once you return to the starting position, bring your 
right foot up to your right elbow, touching your toe to 
the ground. Repeat with the left leg to your left 
elbow. 

•  That entire circuit = one rep 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

21-Day SHRED Exercise Descriptions 
  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

High Knees •  Start in a standing position with your feet shoulder-
width apart and your arms bent at a 90 degree 
angle in front of you, so your forearms are parallel to 
the ground.  

•  In a fast, running-in-place motion, bring one knee up 
to your arm, until your knee hits your hand. Repeat 
with the opposite arm and leg, so that it looks like 
you are running in place, hitting your hands with your 
knees 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Ice Skaters •  Stand on your right leg and jump as far as you can 
out to the left side, landing and balancing on your 
left leg 

•  Staying balanced on your left leg, jump back as far 
as you can onto your right leg and repeat 

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

In-N-Outs •  Start laying on the ground with your legs straight and 
together, about an inch off of the ground. Hold your 
arms straight behind your head 

•  Crunch forward, bringing in your knees and your 
arms to the center, squeezing at the center 

•  Lower back down to the starting position and repeat 

	  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Hand Walk Outs •  Get into a pushup position with your toes on the 
ground and hands on the ground below your 
shoulders 

•  Inch your hands out in front of you one hand at a 
time, until you are fully extended 

•  Inch your hands back in to the starting, pushup 
position 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

21-Day SHRED Exercise Descriptions 
  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Knee Touch Pushups •  In a regular pushup position, with your toes on the 
ground, back straight and hands on the ground 
below your shoulders 

•  Complete a pushup, lowering your chest to the 
ground and coming back up to the starting position. 

•  Once back in the starting position, reach your right 
arm back to crunch and touch your left knee. 

•   Return to the starting position. Complete another 
pushup. Once back in the starting position, reach 
back with your left hand and crunch back to  touch 
your right knee 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

	  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Knee-to-Elbow Combo •  In the standing position, put your hands behind your 
ears 

•  While standing, crunch forward bringing your right 
elbow forward and bring your left knee up so they 
touch. Repeat with the opposite knee and elbow 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

21-Day SHRED Exercise Descriptions 
  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Leg Raise + Hip Up •  Lay on the ground with your hands underneath your 
butt for support and balance 

•  Keeping your legs together and straight, raise your 
legs off of the ground, keeping controlled, until they 
are straight in the air 

•  Once your legs are straight in the air, raise your hips 
off of the ground, keeping your legs straight, so that 
your toes reach towards the sky 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Outside Mountain 
Climbers 

•  Start in the push-up position with your core tight and 
back straight. 

•   Keep your abs braced, pick one foot up off the 
floor, and slowly bring your knee up to the outside of 
the elbow on the same side. Do not let your hips sag 
or rotate. 

•  Return your leg to the starting position and repeat 
with the other leg.  

	  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Leg Raise •  Lay on the ground with your hands underneath your 
butt for support and balance 

•  Keeping your legs together and straight, raise your 
legs off of the ground, keeping controlled, until they 
are straight in the air 

•  Lower your legs back down to the starting position in 
a controlled motion 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

21-Day SHRED Exercise Descriptions 
  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Overhead Jump 
Lunges 

•  Start standing with your feet shoulder-width apart. 
•  Lift your arms straight above your head, keeping 

them there for the duration of the exercise 
•  Step back with your right leg into a reverse lunge, 

and then jump forward bringing your left leg to the 
back and your right leg forward in a lunge position 

•  Continue jump lunging back and forth for the 
duration of the exercise 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Plank Jacks •  Start in a traditional plank stance, with your forearms 
on the ground and toes planted on the ground, with 
your feet together and your back straight and core 
tight 

•  Keeping your back straight and forearms on the 
ground, jump both feet out to the side, so your legs 
are spread out 

•  Jump your feet back together into the starting 
position, staying in a plank position the entire 
exercise 

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Plank Mountain 
Climbers 

•  Start in a traditional plank stance, with your forearms 
on the ground and toes planted on the ground, with 
your feet together and your back straight and core 
tight 

•  Bring your right knee towards your chest and then 
back to the starting position. 

•  Bring your left knee towards your chest, and then 
back to the starting position 

	  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Outside Mountain 
Climbers + Pushup 

•  Start in the push-up position with your core tight and 
back straight. 

•   Keep your abs braced, pick one foot up off the 
floor, and slowly bring your knee up to the outside of 
the elbow on the same side. Do not let your hips sag 
or rotate. 

•  Return your leg to the starting position and repeat 
with the other leg.  

•  Complete a pushup, lowering your chest to the 
ground and pushing back up into the starting 
position 

•  Repeat the combo  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

21-Day SHRED Exercise Descriptions 
  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Plank-to-Pushup •  Start in the plank position keeping your core tight 
and back straight. 

•  Place on hand on the floor followed by the other 
hand and push yourself into the pushup position. 

•  Quickly return to the plank position and repeat.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Pushup Toe Touch 
Reach Through 

•  Start in a regular pushup position, with your toes on 
the ground, back straight and hands on the ground 
below your shoulders 

•  Complete a pushup, lowering your chest to the 
ground and coming back up to the starting position. 

•  Once back in the starting position, reach your right 
arm back to crunch and touch your left toe. 

•   Return to the starting position. Complete another 
pushup. Once back in the starting position, reach 
back with your left hand and crunch back to  touch 
your right toe 

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Pushup Tuck •  Start in a regular pushup position, with your toes on 
the ground, back straight and hands on the ground 
below your shoulders 

•  Jump your feet forward towards your hands and 
then jump your feet back out to the starting position 

•  This should be a quick, yet controlled motion 

	  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Plank Rotations •  Start in a traditional plank stance, with your forearms 
on the ground and toes planted on the ground, with 
your feet together and your back straight and core 
tight 

•  Rotating your hips and core to the right, touch your 
right hip to the ground 

•  Continue rotation in the opposite direction to the 
left, until your left hip hits the ground 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

21-Day SHRED Exercise Descriptions 
  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Rocking Planks •  Start in a traditional plank stance, with your forearms 
on the ground and toes planted on the ground, with 
your feet together and your back straight and core 
tight 

•  Using your toes, and core, rock forward and 
backward while maintaining a straight back 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Run-In-Place •  Start standing with feet shoulder-width apart 
•  Raising one leg at a time, run in place for the 

duration of the exercise 

 
 

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Russian Twist •  Sit on the floor, with your knees bent and your feet an 
inch off the floor. Lean back slightly, keeping your 
back straight, so your body forms a “V”  

•  Twist to the right, touching both hands to the ground 
•  Twist back to the left touching both hands to the 

ground, keeping balanced for the duration of the 
exercise 

	  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Quick Mountain 
Climbers 

•  Start in the pushup position with your toes on the 
ground, back straight, and hands planted on the 
ground below your shoulders. 

•  Bring your right knee towards your chest and then 
back to the starting position. 

•  Bring your left knee towards your chest, and then 
back to the starting position 

•  This should be done in a very quick motion, as 
opposed to a more controlled, regular mountain 
climber 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

21-Day SHRED Exercise Descriptions 
  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Shin-to-Elbow •  Start in the pushup position with your toes on the 
ground, back straight, and hands planted on the 
ground below your shoulders. 

•  Keeping your back straight, bring your right knee 
towards your opposite elbow, touching your shin to 
your elbow 

•  Return to the starting position and then bring your left 
knee towards the opposite elbow and touch your 
shin to your elbow 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Shoulder Tap Pushups •  Start in the pushup position with your toes on the 
ground, back straight, and hands planted on the 
ground below your shoulders. Perform a pushup 

•  Take your right hand and touch your left shoulder. 
•  Return to starting position, perform another pushup 

then take your left hand and touch your right 
shoulder, staying balanced and controlled 

 

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Side Plank Dip 
Rotations 

•  Start in a side plank position, with your right elbow 
and forearm on the ground, with your feet stacked 
together on the side, back fully extended and left 
arm straight in the air 

•  Dip your right hip down to the ground and raise it 
back up to the starting position 

•  In a controlled motion, roll forward, landing with your 
left forearm and elbow on the ground, back straight, 
feet stacked and right arm back in the air 

•  Dip your left hip to the ground, raise it back up and 
repeat the motion to return to the other side 

	  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Russian Twist Reach •  Sit on the floor, with your knees bent and your feet an 
inch off the floor. Lean back slightly, keeping your 
back straight, so your body forms a “V”  

•  Twist to the right, touching both hands to the ground 
•  Twist back to the middle, taking both hands and 

reaching straight for the sky in the middle  
•  Twist back to the left touching both hands to the 

ground, keeping balanced for the duration of the 
exercise 

•  Twist back to the middle, taking both hands and 
reaching straight for the sky in the middle  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

21-Day SHRED Exercise Descriptions 
  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Side Plank Reach 
Through Alternating 

•  Start in a side plank position, with your right elbow 
and forearm on the ground, with your feet stacked 
together on the side, back fully extended and left 
arm straight in the air 

•  Reach your left hand through the space between 
the ground and your torso, reaching back as far as 
you can, while staying balanced. 

•  Return to the starting position, and then in a 
controlled motion, roll forward, landing with your left 
forearm and elbow on the ground, back straight, 
feet stacked and right arm back in the air 

•  Reach your right hand through the space between 
the ground and your torso, reaching back as far as 
you can, while staying balanced. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Single Arm Burpees •  Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart. 
•  Drop down onto your right hand, then thrust your 

feet back so you are in a push-up position.  
•  Thrust your feet back up and then stand back up.  
•  Add a vertical jump at the end 

 
 

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Single Arm Plank •  Start in a single-arm plank position, with your right 
elbow and forearm on the ground, with toes on the 
ground, back fully extended and left arm straight in 
the air 

•  Place your left hand behind your back our straight 
out to the side for balance 

•  Repeat with the opposite side 

	  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Side Plank Dips •  Start in a side plank position, with your right elbow 
and forearm on the ground, with your feet stacked 
together on the side, back fully extended and left 
arm straight in the air 

•  Dip your right hip down to the ground and raise it 
back up to the starting position 

•  Repeat with the opposite side 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

21-Day SHRED Exercise Descriptions 
  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Sky Reach •  Start sitting on the ground with your feet planted on 
the ground and knees bent 

•  Lower your upper body to the ground and then raise 
it back up, reaching your hands up towards the sky 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Spiderman Kicks •  Get into a pushup position with your toes on the 
ground and hands on the ground below your 
shoulders 

•  Bring your right knee towards the outside of your 
elbow and touch your toe right by your hand 

•  Keeping that leg off the ground, kick it back and 
raising it slightly  

•  Keep the one leg in the air for the duration of the 
exercise and then switch legs 

 

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Spiderman Plank 
Crunches 

•  Get into a plank position with your toes on the 
ground and elbows and forearms on the ground 
below your shoulders 

•  Bring your right knee towards the outside of your 
elbow and touch your toe right by your hand 

•  Return your right leg back to the starting position 
•  Bring your left knee towards the outside of your 

elbow and touch your toe right by your hand 

	  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Sit Ups •  Start sitting on the ground with your feet planted on 
the ground and knees bent 

•  Lower your upper body to the ground and then raise 
it back up, reaching your hands towards your toes 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

21-Day SHRED Exercise Descriptions 
  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Standing Reach •  Start standing with feet shoulder-width apart 
•  In a quick, yet controlled motion, reach both of your 

hands to the outside of your right foot, as you move 
into a squat position 

•  Touch the side of your right foot, then stand up, and 
rotate to the left side, squat down and touch the 
outside of your left foot.  

•  Repeat this motion for the duration of the exercise 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Toe Touches •  Start laying on your back with your feet straight in the 
air 

•  Crunch forward and reach up to touch your toes 
•  Lower yourself back to the starting position, keeping 

your feet in the air for the whole exercise 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

V-Ups •  Start laying flat on the floor 
•  Simultaneously, raise your legs together, keeping 

them straight, and crunch forward bringing your 
arms towards your legs, keeping your arms straight 

•  You will keep your core tight throughout the exercise 
when you move back to the starting position and 
then back up into the “V” 

	  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

Stability Hold •  Sit on the floor, with your knees bent and your feet an 
inch off the floor. Lean back slightly, keeping your 
back straight, so your body forms a “V”  

•  Hold yourself balanced in this position for the 
duration of the exercise 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

21-Day SHRED Exercise Descriptions 
  

	  

The Exercise The Description The Photo 

X-Body Mountain 
Climbers 

•  Start in the pushup position with your toes on the 
ground, back straight, and hands planted on the 
ground below your shoulders. 

•  Bring your right knee towards your left elbow and 
then back to the starting position. 

•  Bring your left knee towards your right elbow, and 
then back to the starting position 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



THE END!
Thanks for joining us for this 

edition of  
HIITBURN ABS Exercise 

Descriptions! 
 

We want to hear about your 
incredible results. Get in touch with us 
to tell us about your experience with 

the program. 
 

Feel free to email us at: 
dennis@hiitburn.com  

Or 
kelsey@hiitburn.com 

 

Can’t wait to stay in touch! 
 

-Dennis and Kelsey Heenan 

Like us on Facebook! 
www.facebook.com/hiitburn 
 

	  


